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ABSTRACT

A study of tenant diversity in retail malls was carried out to determine if tenant diversity
declined between 1970 and 2000. The study measured tenant diversity by examining the
percent of tenants that occur more than once in a given set of sample malls where each
occupant of a single mall space counts as a single tenant. The study examined three sets
of malls: a five-mall set of malls located in Massachusetts, a five-mall set of nationally
distributed malls owned by different/separate owners, and a five-mall set of malls owned
by the largest owner of retail malls, Simon Property Group. The study first examined
tenant similarity within each of the five-mall sets in 1970 and then examined the degree
of tenant similarity in the exact same sets of malls in 2000. A metric created for the
purpose of this study and described as the "Commonality Factor" was used to determine
the degree of tenant diversity in each set of malls at each of the two time periods.

The conclusion reached in each set of sample data is that tenant diversity declined
between 1970 and 2000. The study also examines the reasons for the decline in tenant
diversity and the motivations of mall landlords to increase tenant diversity in order to
conclude that though there are many explanations for the decline in tenant diversity, there
is value for mall landlords in having tenant lists that are to some degree unique.

Thesis Supervisor: John Riordan

Title: Thomas G. Eastman Chairman, Center for Real Estate
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Unlike other retail formats, such as Main Street or the Strip Center, the retail mall format

allows the Owner/Developer to control what retail professionals call the "tenant mix"- the

balance/mix of different categories of tenants intended to appeal most to the consumer.

Malls work in part because of the full, coordinated selection of tenants they offer. Too

many tenants in a given category, or the absence of a category, can adversely affect a

mall. Over the past thirty years, the choices that mall owners have made in selecting

tenants have led to a decline in tenant diversity and to malls becoming more and more

similar from the perspective of the retail shopper.

This paper examines the growth in the percentage of identical tenants in groups of malls

between 1970 and 2000 and concludes that tenant diversity has declined. It seeks to

identify the causes of declining tenant diversity and to identify the reasons that mall

landlords value some degree of tenant diversity in their malls. It argues that the decline in

tenant diversity between 1970 and 2000 is suggestive of an imbalance in these two

forces.

Literature searches and interviews with retail property experts suggest that there is no

previous research on this subject despite the conjecture and concern expressed by

industry professionals and shoppers that malls are becoming more similar in terms of the

tenants they offer. Due to this "sameness" in tenant mix, the distinctions that customers

once used to determine which at which malls to shop are disappearing. Mall owners, who

are acting in the interest of increasing the value of their asset as well as current returns,



are motivated (see Chapter 5- Landlord motivations for increasing tenant diversity) to

maintain some amount of tenant diversity. Given that it is evident that they are failing in

this goal, and that this goal has some value, the decline in tenant diversity is relevant to

value.

For the purposes of this study, "tenant diversity" refers specifically to the extent that

store names are the same at every mallfrom the perspective of the mall shopper. "More

tenant diversity" means that the names of tenants at malls are less similar/ less the same.

"Less tenant diversity" means that the names of tenants at malls are more similar/ more

the same/ more homogenous. What shoppers see clearly in comparing malls, perhaps

more clearly than any other factor (eg. architecture, parking layout, common area), is

tenant names/ selection of stores. Factors such as commonality of ownership or even

similarity of products are not nearly as evident to them. The significance of this

perspective is that it examines how apparent tenant diversity could be to the customers

that will determine the degree to which retail mall tenants will succeed, and ultimately

determine the value of retail malls as real estate assets. While it is possible that malls are

becoming more similar to one another in many other ways (architecturally, by ownership,

by products etc), the selection of tenants is an important factor in the consumer's choice

of where to shop. If all malls are evolving to offer the same tenants, the consumer's

decision of where to shop, or to shop at all, could be affected.

This study uses a previously unused metric, the "Commonality Factor" (defined later) to

prove a trend that many people in the real estate industry currently suspect: that tenant



diversity has declined in retail malls. The study concludes that 1) tenant diversity

declined in malls between 1970 and 2000 and 2) that there are numerous reasons for this

trend 3) landlords are motivated to maintain some level of tenant diversity of "uniquness

in their malls. The study further agues that though it is unclear whether this trend has

independently affected mall values, mall owners desire tenant diversity and therefore

tenant diversity has value to mall owners. Because tenant diversity clearly has value to

mall owners, the decline in tenant diversity is relevant, to an unknown extent, to the value

of malls.

Tenants that are reflected as "diverse tenants" in the commonality factor, are technically

tenants that do not reoccur in their respective sample sets. Though they may have many

branches outside of the sample set, or their individual branches may be large and upscale,

they are generally tenants that have few stores (eg. 1-15), and are often smaller in nature-

such as barber shops, manicurists, and push cart vendors. What they are generally not, are

stores like Victoria's Secret which has 1002 branches or Express, which has 667. Thus

tenants that are considered to add to diversity and be "diverse tenants" are referred to in

this study as "small tenants" or "local tenants". Tenants that tend to cause tenant

diversity to decrease are considered to be "large chain tenants".

There are two primary types of tenants in malls: "anchor" tenants and "in-line" tenants.

Anchor tenants are located at the ends of mall corridors and are typically large

department stores that own the land that their stores are on and the building they are in.

Examples of typical anchor tenants are Filene's, Bloomingdale's, Sears, and Lord &



Taylor. "In-line" tenants are the tenants, excluding the cart vendors, which are located

between the anchor tenants in malls. Examples of such tenants are Limited, Victoria's

Secret, Hallmark Cards, Express, Spencers, The Gap, Footlocker, Lids, Radio Shack,

Crate & Barrel, and Mrs. Field's Cookies. Anchor tenants pay very little rent (or in some

cases "contribution") in comparison to the "in-line" tenants (because they own their land

and building)- usually only a couple of dollars per year per foot plus "pass through"

expenses that include their utilities, common area maintenance expense, and real estate

taxes. "In-line" tenants pay significantly more rent, plus all of the same "pass through"

expenses, plus "percentage rent" which is (as described later) additional rent based on the

success of a tenant (at a given location).

Malls have grown rapidly in the United States, and represent a significant source of retail

expenditures. The first enclosed mall opened was Southdale Center in Edina,

Minneapolis, which opened in 1956 and had two levels and two anchor tenants. Today,

there are 1,1731 enclosed malls in the United States representing approximately 1.01

billion square feet of space (total space)2. The largest mall in the United States, the Mall

of America, is visited each year by 40 million people and is 4,200,000sf (2,574,525 of

gross leasable area). Last year, consumers spent an average of approximately 76.4

minutes per mall visit, and went to 1.3 mall stores per mall visit spending an average of

$68.20 per mall visit. 3 An International Council of Shopping Center survey based on

ICSC's proprietary database of non-anchor sales and square footage information from

1 For the purpose of this statistic malls were defined as greater than 300,000 square feet, open air or

enclosed, and NOT inclusive of "power centers".
2 This statistic includes anchor tenants.
3 Source: International Council of Shopping Centers though phone interview and information posted at

http://www.icsc.org/srch/about/impactofshoppingcenters/



524 shopping centers (most of which are regional and super regional malls) recently

estimated year-to-date non-anchor tenant sales per square foot as of February 2002 at

$336, $58 of which was spent in December 2001.4

Chapter 2: Methodology

Data was first gathered in the form of retail mall tenant lists. 1970 data was taken from

Volume XI of the Directory of shopping centers in the United States and Canada and

2000 data was taken from the 2 1st Edition of the Directory of Major Malls. Malls were

selected based on the criteria stated in following sections. The sample data of three five-

mall sets of tenant lists were input into a spreadsheet format so that the top of each of the

five malls lined up horizontally with the other four tenant lists (see data set exhibits).

These lists were alphabetized to facilitate the comparison process and to minimize tenant-

matching errors. Each tenant with an exact counterpart at another mall was highlighted- if

The Gap appeared at two malls, both stores would be highlighted and count as two.

However, tenants that were similar, but not identical, were not highlighted. For example,

the Gap would not be matched with the Gap Kids or The Gap Baby. If a tenant appeared

more than twice, then each store was highlighted. Next, the total number of highlighted

stores in each mall was manually computed and the total number of stores in each mall

was computed.The total number of highlighted tenants was divided by the total number

of tenants in each mall. Finally, the grand totals of highlighted tenants and total tenants

were computed, and again the total of highlighted tenants was divided by the total

4 Monthly Mall Merchandise Index, February 2002, International Council of Shopping Centers.



number of tenants to yield a ratio that is expressed as a percentage. This percentage is the

"Commonality Factor" which is referred to throughout this research.

The "Commonality Factor" is a metric created for this study. Its purpose is to compare

the change in tenant similarity (in malls) between two different periods in time: 1970 and

2000. At each period in time, it explains: 1) the percentage of the tenants5 that occur more

than once in a given sample mall set, and 2) the percentage of tenants that are unique

(occur only once) in a given sample mall set. If no tenants in a sample of malls occurred

more than once, that is they were all unique to the sample of malls, then the commonality

factor would be 0%. If all of the tenants had a counterpart in at least one of the other

sample malls, then the commonality factor would be 100%. The Commonality Factor

does not attempt to measure the national or regional commonality of tenants of in all

malls at any given time- it uses samples of malls that are too small to measure this.

Rather, it is intended to be an "apples to apples" metric used to examine the change in

commonality of mall tenants, and conversely, the change in the percentage of tenants that

are not common- i.e it is used to measure the extent that tenant diversity has declined.

An important purpose of subtotaling each category (and computing the commonality in

each category) before deriving a grand total was to identify malls that did not fit with the

data sets- specifically, malls that were not targeted at the same types of customers as the

other sample malls. Malls that were identified as being too dissimilar from the other

sample malls were replaced with more appropriate malls. An example of this is the use of

5 "Tenants" in this case is defined as occupants of a given space- if The Gap occupies two spaces in a

sample of malls, then that would be two "tenants".



Phipps Plaza in Atlanta, Georgia. This is an upscale Simon-owned Mall with a very high-

end tenant list that correlates poorly with other malls. Examples of its tenants include

Bang & Olufsen and Gucci- tenants that sell very high-end products (in this case

audio/video equipment and apparel respectively) that would be unusual at the mid-market

malls used as sample malls in this study. However, these tenants would be far more

common in high end malls. To include a mall like Phipps Plaza using this methodology,

it would be necessary to take a five mall sample set (including Phipps) of high-end malls

(eg. Copley Place in Boston).

Sample Data- Three sets of malls were examined:

1. 5 National Malls owned by separate owners (all of whom own fewer than 30

malls).

Purpose: To examine the extent of national mid-market-mall tenant

homogenization

2. 5 National malls all owned by Simon Property Group, the largest owner of large

retail malls.

Purpose: To examine the extent that tenant diversity is affected by a single

owner.

3. 5 Malls in Massachusetts owned by various owners (1 owned by Simon Property

Group).



Purpose: To examine a sample of regional tenant diversity.

The following malls and their respective tenant lists comprise the Sample Data:

Sample Data

National Simon Malls
Northgate Richmond Town River Oaks

2000 Name: Shopping Center Square Shopping Center Bergen Mall Burlington Mall
Richmond Heights,

City: Seattle, WA OH Calumet City, IL Paramus, NJ Burlington, MA

Stores 1970: 115 70 N/A6  70 53

# Stores 2000: 162 80 100 79 157

Sq. Ft. 1970: 950,000 960,000 N/A 1,500,000 925,000

Sq. Ft. 2000: 950,000 877,670 1,242,503 1,000,000 1,255,000

Opened: 1950 1966 1966 1957 1968

National Malls- Various Owners
Westland

2000 Name: Gateway Mall Eastfield Mall Boulevard Mall Shopping Center Arden Fair
The Richard E. The Rouse Forest City Equitable Real The Macerich

Owner: Jacobs Group Company Enterprises Estate Company

City: Lincoln, NE Springfield, MA Amherst, NY Westland, Michigan Sacramento, CA

# Stores 1970: 21 60 45 50 46

# Stores 2000: 105 78 107 80 170

Sq. Ft. 1970: 400,000 700,000 450,000 787,705 750,000

Sq. Ft. 2000: 1,125,429 658,000 SF 772,000 1,017,363 1,067,200

Opened: 1960 1968 1962 1965 1957

Massachusetts State Malls
Prudential Shopping

2000 Name: Center Westgate Mall Burlington Mall Natick Mall Eastfield Mall

City: Boston, MA Brockton. MA Burlington, MA Natick, MA Springfield, MA

Stores 1970: N/A 43 53 35 60

Stores 2000: 66 100 157 172 78

Sq. Ft. 1970: N/A 350,000 925,000 600,000 700,000

Sq. Ft. 2000: 523,000 600,000 1,255,000 1,150,000 658,000

Opened: 1965 1963 1968 1966 1968

6 N/A signifies that the number of total stores in the mall was not listed in the data source. The total number

of tenants in a given mall is not necessarily the same as the sum of the tenants listed in the data source since

not all tenants are listed.



Sample Data Selection- The parameters for mall selection were as follows:

1.Malls must be fully enclosed retail environments greater than 500,000sf in size and less

than 1,300,000sf in size and have had more than 30 tenants (listed in the data source) in

the year 2000. The purpose of this is to ensure that the malls are not "lifestyle centers"- or

specialty malls that cater to a particular type of shopper. In addition, due to the

methodology employed, larger numbers of tenants will tend to produce a greater

commonality factor. The reason for this is that each additional tenant at any single mall

increases the chance that a counterpart branch exists at one of the other five malls.

Therefore, it is important to use sample malls that are roughly consistent in their number

of tenants- a particularly small or large mall may skew the data slightly. The malls must

also have had tenant lists that were substantially (more than 60%) complete in the year

2000. For example, a mall that was listed as housing 100 tenants must have a published

tenant list of at least 60 tenants.

2. Malls must cater to a mid-market customer. High-end malls (such as the Atrium and

the Chestnut Hill Mall- both in Chestnut Hill, MA), specifically target high end tenants,

and as such have mixes of tenants that are homogenous, but only within their markets.

For example, Tiffany & Co. is a widespread tenant (that sells jewelry) with more than

100 stores7, but all of those outlets exist within high-end retail environments. Therefore,

this tenant will likely be unique if it appears in a random sample of malls, but will be

quite ubiquitous if the sample is taken exclusively from the most high-end malls. For

instance, it appears in both of the most high-end malls in Massachusetts.

7 Per information supplied at www.shareholder.com/tiffany/



3. Malls must have been operating for more than 32 years prior to the year 2000 in

roughly their present form. Though some malls built in 1969-1970 (malls that operated

for 30-31 years) would appear to be useful as samples, it is too likely that they were not

stabilized at this point (they were not fully leased to a stable mix of tenants), and thus

they would not be comparable. For instance, in an effort to reach full occupancy they

could put atypical tenants in spaces that would affect the commonality factor.

Chapter 3: Data Considerations

The tenant lists list all tenants and include outparcel tenants, anchor tenants, and food

court tenants. Square footage of the tenants was not taken into account. These numbers

do not consider common ownership of stores by parent companies (e.g. stores owned by

Limited Brands do not count as multiple entries) or product diversity (all malls could

carry the same types of products but have no common tenants).

Business Cycle- It is likely that the business cycle influences tenant diversity. In strong

economy's landlord will have their choice of tenants and will likely choose the best

tenants, decreasing tenant diversity. In weaker economies, it is likely that the mall owners

will be more amenable to accepting smaller tenants who have few if any other branches,

thus increasing tenant diversity.

Age ofMalls- This study does not differentiate between malls built prior to 1968.

Therefore, it is possible that malls built in 1968 (as in the case of the Burlington Mall in



Burlington, MA) are of a significantly different character than those built in 1950 (as in

the case of the Northgate Mall in Seattle, Washington).

Commonality Factor- It is possible to have an equal level of commonality in two five

mall sets in which one of the sets has five malls with equivalent commonality and one of

the sets has two malls that have virtually identical tenants and three malls with tenants

that are all unique. Therefore, the commonality factor does not explain the spread of

commonality between malls in the data sets.

Geographic Diversity- For the two national mall samples, malls were chosen to offer

approximately comparable geographic diversity to prevent regional similarity between

tenants in both of the national samples. However, the malls chosen for the two samples

do not have the same distribution- either by state or by region. Thus it is possible that the

lack of comparable geographic diversity influenced the sample data and allowed more

regional commonality in one of the two national samples.

City vs. State- The malls were not chosen to provide a particular balance of urban (eg.

CBD) malls and suburban malls. Therefore, the malls in the sample could exhibit

excessive or insufficient commonality due to similarities or dissimilarities in their

markets due to this factor. In addition, there could be an uneven distribution between the

various samples.



Total chain tenants- The commonality factor does not consider the total number of

tenants at the sample malls that have other branches at some other mall. The data only

considers tenants to be common if a counterpart exists at another mall in the same sample

set. Therefore, large chain tenants such as The Gap may appear only once in a given five

mall sample and as a result may not be considered common in that sample.

Timing- The data does not examine when, and to what extent and at what exact time,

tenant diversity declined beyond suggesting that it declined between 1970 and 2000.

These issues are not particularly relevant to the conclusion however, because this study

relates to a trend in tenant diversity that does not appear to have been studied before, and

therefore presents a methodology intended to provide the broadest examination of this

trend.

Chapter 4: Findings/ Data Analysis Results

The data clearly suggests that tenant diversity has declined. The commonality factor

increased most dramatically on a national level- from 16% to 37% for the Simon-Owned

sample and from 10% to 40% for the sample of different owners. For Massachusetts, the

commonality was higher, but did not exhibit as substantial a proportional increase,

increasing from 36% to 48%.
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It is logical that commonality was significantly higher for Massachusetts state data

because there are many regional chains that do not have branches outside of their regions.

Examples of such regional chains in Massachusetts include Anderson Little (a now

defunct men's clothing store) or Bay Bank/Bank Boston. While some such regional

chains are limited to a single state, others, like Friendly's exist in multiple states. As of

July 11, 2002, Friendly's, a common chain in the Massachusetts sample in both 1970 and

2000, lists branches in the following states8 :

Connecticut New Hampshire Rhode Island

Delaware New Jersey South Carolina

Florida New York Virginia

Massachusetts North Carolina Vermont

Maryland Ohio

Maine Pennsylvania

It is important to note that the commonality factor for Massachusetts is not representative

of all states or any other state. Massachusetts was selected randomly in order to provide

some evidence that regionally (within a region of the country or a single state), malls are

more common than they are nationally because of regional chains.

8 Some companies like The May Department Store Company and the Zale Corporation operate the same

basic store in different regions of the country under different names The geographic distribution of May's

stores can be found at: http://www.mayco.com/common/corplocator.isp.. Zale corporation's jewelry stores

include the following jewelers: Zales Jewelers, Zales Outlet, Gordon's Jewelers, Bailey Banks & Biddle

Fine Jewelers, Peoples Jewelers, and Mappins Jewelers. Further information on the ceographic distribution

can be found at www.zalecorp.com.



All of the results were relatively consistent. Both of the two independent national sets

increased to the same approximate level over thirty years, despite somewhat different

geographic distribution. The state sample increased significantly as well, exhibiting a

higher degree of commonality in both 1970 and 2000. Together, the consistency of the

results suggests that malls are more similar than they used to be.

Despite the fact that the Massachusetts data is not representative of all states, it suggests a

counterargument to an possible problem with the study: that the homogenization that

apparently took place on a national level is insignificant because malls had equal regional

commonality in 1970, but had far less national commonality in 1970. For example, if in

1970 the malls within any given state (and in all individual states) were identical, but

entirely different from malls in other states, then the national commonality factor could

appear to be low, causing the appearance of a much larger increase in commonality in

2000. The Massachusetts data suggests that in the one state sampled, regional

commonality has increased as well. More states would need to be sampled to conclude

that commonality has increased in other regions as well over this period.

It could be theorized that Simon malls would have less tenant diversity than randomly

owned malls because Simon's relationships with large chain tenants might cause Simon

to install its most favored tenants into its malls in concentrations greater than those in

random samples of comparable malls. However, the Simon Property Group-owned malls

did not exhibit a higher Commonality Factor than the sample group of malls with various

owners. None of the industry professionals asked about this trend expressed surprise at



this finding, particularly Simon Property Group. Paul Katz, senior leasing representative

at Simon Property Group notes that he "would [guess] that Simon has a little more

diversity because Simon has a very well-developed 'retail development program'-

employees are trained to take local tenants where possible." A similar concern over the

importance of trying to achieve greater tenant diversity was expressed by General Growth

Company as well. It is clear from the interviews conducted that mall owners/operators,

particularly large mall owners, want it to be known on the record that they are in favor of

greater tenant diversity.

Another possible factor that increases tenant diversity at Simon malls that Mr. Katz

alludes to, is that as an owner of a wide spectrum of malls, Simon has the option of

placing tenants in "weaker malls" or it can place them for "shorter terms" until they have

proven themselves, thereby, allowing Simon to test lesser known tenants and develop

relationships without having to turn them away. He suggests that tenants can be placed in

Simon malls for terms as short as one month (though this is not typical and usually used

with very small tenants), without receiving any tenant allowance, and then upon proving

themselves to be successful, can be given a long term lease with a tenant improvement

allowance. It could be argued that this, in effect, enables Simon to add local tenants to its

malls without incurring as much risk as mall landlords that own fewer malls, thereby

allowing the Simon mall portfolio to have greater tenant diversity than average

comparable malls.



Of the industry professionals asked whether they would expect less tenant diversity in

Simon-owned malls, or whether they were surprised that there was greater diversity in

Simon-owned malls (when told of the findings), none believed that Simon-owned malls

would have less tenant diversity than comparable mall owned by small owners, and none

expressed surprise at the findings.

Chapter 5: Explanations for Declining Tenant Diversity

Overview

There are two categorical explanations for the decrease in tenant diversity: 1. a

proliferation of national chain tenants and 2. A lack of new retail mall entrants. These

two forces are of course intertwined since the proliferation of chain tenants has

effectively forced the smaller tenants out.

1. Chain tenants want to be in the same malls as other chain tenants- Certain categories

of retailers and certain companies fare better when located in the same mall with each

other than when they are not because their shoppers "cross shop" and also ensure a steady

flow of foot traffic into the malls. "Cross-shopping" occurs when customers tend to shop

at a group of stores, and each store in the group benefits from the draw of the other stores.

"Foot traffic" is the flow of customers through a mall that creates a sense of vitality and

helps to establish a mall as a popular destination. Because chain tenants often want to be

in the same malls as other large chain tenants, this trend encourages the installation of the

same tenants into vacant mall space and in this way it reduces tenant diversity.



So-called "cotenancy agreements" are common in mall leases and allow tenants to

terminate their leases if specific other tenants, often anchor department store tenants,

leave the mall. This is an example of how dependent certain tenants are on one another,

and how retail mall tenants prefer to be in proven, common , retail mall environments.

2. "Packaging"- Leasing arrangements between malls and retail parent companies such

as Limited Brands that own multiple chains often involve agreements that involve

simultaneously installing "packages" of multiple tenants, owned by the same parent, into

a mall (or even a group of malls). The impact of such agreements is that they help to

push the same tenants into more spaces than they would otherwise be able to get. For

instance, from an economic standpoint, if all retail chains were separately owned, then for

any given mall (assume homogenous quality of space with this hypothetical mall), there

would be the tenants that the landlord would want and the ones that the landlord would

not want. The imbalance in bargaining power (the tenant's appeal/strength above that

needed to get into the space) would allow some room for negotiation in rent and TI

allowance, but whenever possible, the landlord would only accept the stronger tenant (or

the tenant would only accept the better mall). However, packaging allows parent

companies to require mall landlords to accept weaker tenants in order to get the stronger

tenants, giving malls (and conversely tenants) an incentive to put the same stores in more

malls than would otherwise be possible, thereby influencing tenant diversity.



A mechanism that facilitates packaging that has became popular subsequent to the 1970s,

is a process called "portfolio review" whereby companies with multiple retail locations

(for example malls) meet with large retail chains to match landlord vacancies with tenant

expansion goals. This process has the effect of ensuring that all opportunities to place the

most common tenants in the largest portfolio of malls are achieved.

The driving force behind "packaging" is efficiency. The efficiency created by packaging

is particularly important to large companies that need to grow rapidly, and for whom

significant expense can be saved. For example Maxine Clark, former CEO of Payless

ShoeSource, reports that "at Payless, we opened one store a day". Landlords find it more

efficient as well: Jean Schlemmer, Executive Vice President of Asset Management at

General Growth Company points out that "It's cheaper to do the package deals because

of 'time'- [packaging] saves [tenants] time and money so they can pay more rent.

[Tenants] are going to be able to afford more rent because they are paying less in legal

fees, and less in accounting fees". It should also be added that packaging significantly

reduces the workload of in-house resources for both tenants and landlords.

Another factor that encourages packaging is the practice of tenants sharing information

on exactly how many stores they intend to build. Many chain stores will have what is

called an "open to buy" (a common retail industry term), a policy in which a retailer will

have a pre-determined number of stores that it will open each year; once it has filled the

quota, it will not open more stores in that year. Often this information is shared with mall

owners/ developers and it is sometimes published in order to encourage mall owners to



solicit deals. Therefore, mall landlords/ leasing agents often know exactly how many

deals a given store intends to do.

In contrast to the deal making practices of today, such "packaging" was not nearly as

common in the late 1960s and 1970s when developers, like Gerald Blakely, now

President of Blakely Investments, were building malls. Mr. Blakely developed The South

Shore Mall in Massachusetts, and comments that "One of the reasons we didn't stick with

[building malls], was that negotiating with all these small tenants was a real headache...it

became much easier to lease malls in the 1980's [because of the big chains]".

3. Bigger Malls- The majority of the malls I examined have grown larger over the past

thirty years. In the thirteen sample malls for which there was sufficient information to

calculate growth, the "gross leasable area" increased by 71% (with a standard deviation

of +/- 104%) between 1970 and 2000. This requires the average mall to house a greater

percentage of the tenant universe- particularly the most desirable tenants. Thomas

DeSimone, Executive Vice President of S.R. Weiner Company notes, "the more space

you have, the less likely you are to be diverse". He further argues that "If we try to have

the same tenants as everyone else [in a smaller mall], [the big malls] are going to have a

[better selection]".

The tenant universe has not expanded as fast as malls space. There has been limited

categorical expansion- footware, jewelry, intimate wear, menswear etc., were all tenant

categories offered by mall tenants 30 years ago. There has certainly been some



categorical expansion- such as in women's athletic footware, however, these categories

are few and account for single stores in each mall- while the categories which have

remained unchanged- such as women's apparel, are the larger categories with the most

tenants in each mall.

4. Landlords all want the same tenants- Landlords want the same tenants- tenants that

are the most creditworthy, and create the biggest draw for other tenants. Such tenants

create significantly more value than they pay in rent because they exert positive

externalities9 allowing the landlord to charge more rent to all tenants. A standard tenant

mix is also more reliable from a risk management standpoint. "You are making money

for other [tenants] by being a draw... Chains, which grew with the malls can behave like

anchors in terms of their ability to draw customers, but do so in the middle of a shopping

center rather than at the ends.

Because it is typical for a parent company to sign leases on behalf of each of its branches,

the credit rating of the parent company is very relevant to a mall owner's perception of a

tenant's ability to pay rent. Below are examples of some of the most common mall

tenants' Moody's credit ratings. Note that all ratings relate to the issuer's most senior

form of debt.

Moody's Credit Ratings as of 7/10/02

Tenant LT Senior-Most Debt Rating: Notes
The Limited Baal
The Gap Ba3

9 Defined as positive or negative effects on other tenants.



CVS A2
JC Penny Ba3 Anchor
Sears Baal Anchor
Best Buy Baa3 Anchor
Sbarro B2 Restuarant
Federated Depatment Stores Baal
Nine West Baa2
Payless ShoeSource Finance, Inc. Bal
Zale Corporation Bal Zales Jewelers et al.
The May Department Stores Company A2 Numerous Brands

Parent companies do not have to sign leases in order to use their financial strength to

ensure their stores and brands are qualified tenants . One such example is the Limited

Brands, which, according to Barry Kaufman, CEO of Limited Brands Real Estate, does

not sign leases for chains, but rather signs them through subsidiaries that Limited Brands

capitalizes sufficiently in order to meet landlord credit/financial requirements. Regardless

of whether parent companies like Limited Brands sign leases though, it is clear that the

financial strength of large chains and their parent companies can significantly enhance

their store's credibility as tenants- an advantage that local stores and nascent chains, with

the most to prove, do not have.

One thing that complicates these credit issues and the national/local tenant distinction is

franchising; Paul Katz of Simon Property Group points out that, "As a generalization, in a

good [Simon] mall, if 90% of the tenants are national, 20% of the national names [such as

Liberty Travel, Pearl Vision, Chick-Fil-E could be local franchises)". In many of these

cases, the parent company does not sign the lease, and thus from the perspective of the

landlord, the tenant can be considered to be very similar to local single-branch tenants in

terms of both credit and financial strength.



5. The growth in national chains- In the past thirty years there has been a proliferation

of mall-based retail chains. This was largely made possible by the expansion of new retail

space- through both new malls being built and through existing malls adding space and

becoming larger (as noted above in #3 "bigger malls"). Many chain tenants and small

single-store tenants were encouraged to open new stores by developers who had newly

built space to offer, and forced to open new stores, in newly built malls, by their investors

(mainly to remain competitive with other brands). Thus the expansion of mall space

promoted the homogenization of retail mall tenants by causing many tenants to grow and

become common to malls throughout the nation.

Retailers naturally want the best locations. By being able to offer them controlled

environments, and by being able to offer new locations through the development of new

malls where shoppers either were located or would come, malls became a fertile vehicle

for retail chain growth. A notable example of a chain which grew as new malls opened is

the Limited Brands which, "Founded in 1963... expanded dramatically in the 1970s and

80s,"O. Such companies were "encouraged", literally to grow by developers that had a

rapidly and consistently growing supply of space they need to filled. Gary Nay, Vice

President, Real Estate, Federated Department Stores remarks "certainly the development

in the 70s and 80s created a lot of growth [in the chain tenants]"..."In many cases

[developers] challenged merchants to consider growth- developers would encourage the

[mall retailers] to continue growing". Mr. Nay also pointed out that many of the mall

10 Merrick, Amy and Ellison, Sarah. "Too Much of A Good Thing?", pg. B3, The Wall Street Journal, July

24, 2002.



developers in the 1970's and 1980's were department stores which had in-house

development departments.

Mr. Nay points out that when a developer built, or planned to build a mall in the 1970s,

80s, "There were three or four companies that would be the first to [be] called on... [such

as] Limited, Edison Brothers, Woolworths... If you had them you had no problem getting

the other [tenants to come], like Zales. He adds, "The developers knew that if they could

persuade Limited Brands to give them four or five shops... [of different brands]... that

would be a catalyst to ... get the other stores to want to join you". He also adds that if

you did not have them, then "the [tenants] with the 'one-off businesses wouldn't come".

The reason for this, Mr. Nay suggests, is that the smaller tenants "didn't have research-

[they] would look toward the big [chain tenants like the Limited] to help them make their

decisions." Below, are exhibits depicting the rapid growth in retail mall centers that has

occurred since 1976, and the same data depicted in percentage growth terms':

" Source: International Council of Shopping Centers, internal data.
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In addition to being encouraged to enter newly built mall space, retailers had to continue

to grow in order to remain competitive with other retailers- investors demanded such

continued and accelerating growth. These investors include venture capital firms and

shareholders.

Some of the growth in retail chains in the 80's and early 90's was due to the availability

of venture capital financing for retailers. Maggie Gilliam of Gilliam & Co. suggests that

"the real key [to gowth] was the venture capital opportunity... it was a major factor in the

late eighties and early nineties". This venture capital money dried up in the late nineties

with the proliferation of online retail and the increasing belief by those in the venture

capital industry, Ms. Gilliam claims, that "the internet was going to inherit the earth".

Publicly held retail chains must continue to grow because investors demand growth-

growth in stores and growth in earnings. Andy Lagrega, a partner of the Wilder

Companies, points out, "A lot of the retailers are public companies and they need to grow

to look good for their investors". In some cases these companies can grow too much,

becoming common in every mall (and some other retail formats) and over-flooding the

market with their brands and products. In a July 25, 2002 Wall Street Journal interview,

Yale University economist Stefan Krieger was quoted as saying (in reference to the Gap)

"eventually, any specialty retailer is going to hit their optimal size and then overshoot it".



The growth of mall chains has also led to highly specialized retail companies that have

perfected the science of saturating malls, and mall portfolios, with the number of their

stores that creates the most economically efficient outcome for them. According to Barry

Kaufman, President/ CEO of Limited Brands Real Estate, over 90% of the Limited

Brands' stores are in malls. However, the economic efficiency of this solution is often

called into question.

6. Existing national chains are being acquired by larger companies. The

consolidation of retailers has resulted in fewer and fewer owners of retail chains. Part of

the reason that cotenancy has the capacity to influence tenant diversity is that the largest

retailers are consistently acquiring more chains.

The May Department Stores Company

Famous-Barr Meier & Frank
Filene's Robinsons-May
Foley's Strawbridge's
Hecht's The Jones Store
Kaufmann's Lord & Taylor
L.S. Ayres David's Bridal

Limited Brands (4741 Total Stores)
Bath & Body Works

Express (667) (1615)
White Barn Candle

Express for Men (439) Co.
The Limited (368) Henri Bendel (1)
Lerner New York (522) Aura Science
Victoria's Secret (1002)

Gap, Inc. (4,228 total stores)
The Gap GapKids



Banana Republic BabyGap
Old Navy GapBody

As ownership consolidates, so does market power, giving large retailers the leverage to

get their stores into desired mall spaces. This puts smaller/ local tenants at a relative

disadvantage in getting space. It is likely that this influences tenant diversity because it

gives the most common tenants an advantage.

7. There arefew new retailers: A common observation in the retail mall world has been

that there are fewer new mall retailers in the market today. Paul Katz of Simon Property

Group sites "Cost of doing business" as an explanation for why it is harder for new

tenants to enter malls (particularly successful/ higher-end malls) today, and points out

that "local tenants could afford to be in malls 30-40 years ago. The amount of sales

necessary are now so high". Bigger tenants have a greater ability to accept the risk of

signing leases for costly space and also better able to afford the marketing expenses

necessary to generate the revenue to afford such space.

Bigger tenants have national advertising campaigns that reach local, regional, and

national customers who may be visiting a particular mall. For example, it is more likely

that any given customer will be exposed to significant advertising from stores such as

The Gap than with local stores. This is because national chains can efficiently advertise

to customers through venues which locals can not- such as prime time television, or

major magazines, or even through billboards in Times Square.



8. Larger Spaces- There is significant anecdotal evidence to suggest retail mall

environment has tended toward larger spaces that are harder to afford for smaller tenants,

specifically true for soft goods tenants. One of the reasons for this is the consolidation to

larger, "unisex" stores and stores that offer multiple product lines. Occasionally stores

such as Banana Republic will offer a men's and women's store that share a common

space but are partitioned to appear as two stores. This may help explain why most of the

local/ unique tenants that now exist are support services like mall barber shops or vendor

carts that retail mall landlords need to offer shoppers a full scope of services necessary to

entice them to come to the mall.

Regardless of whether mall spaces have in fact gotten larger, malls tend to offer larger

spaces than Main Street or strip center retail environments. Larger spaces are more

difficult for small, local tenants to afford. An excellent example of this is Newbury Street

in Boston- though Newbury Street has some national tenants, many of the tenants are

local shops leasing 1000 square foot spaces. This greater diversity occurs on Newbury

Street despite the fact that Newbury Street space generally costs more, per square foot,

than comparable space at the nearby upscale Copley Place mall- which is much less

diverse.

9. Malls havefocused on particular markets. In earlier tenant lists, malls appear to offer

a wide range of stores. As malls have increased in numbers and in proximity to each

1 It would be difficult to quantitatively prove this trend because technically, there were significantly more
tenants per square foot of mall space in 2000 than there were in 1970. This suggests that square foot per

tenant has decreased in this time period and tenant spaces have become smaller. However, in the past thirty

years, malls have significantly added small cart-based tenants that would be included as full tenants in the

sample data, but often take up less than 100 square feet.



other, they have specialized, targeting different age groups, income groups, and lifestyles.

Thomas DeSimone, Executive Vice President of S.R. Weiner Company points out, "The

only way you can survive in this market is to specialize". One of the ways that malls

specialize is to thoroughly research their local markets and to install tenants and a

marketing program in order to target ever changing markets. Retail Analyst, Maggie

Gilliam, of Gilliam & Co points out "They've had to change to accommodate the shifting

demographics [and specialize on local markets]".

10. The decline ofpercentage rent- Most retail leases allow the landlord to collect

additional rent above a certain predetermined level of revenue, or "breakpoint". The

theoretical purpose of this is to provide a motivation for the landlord to promote the mall

effectively- by maintaining/improving its condition and through effective advertisement

or planned events. In practice, the reason the landlord is able to charge such rent is

because it can. There is significant anecdotal evidence to suggest that percentage rents

have decreased in many malls as base rents have increased. For example, Barry Kaufman,

CEO of Limited Brands Real Estate comments that "There is a strong push by the largest

developers to maximize minimum rents in the top 100 [to 200] malls in America- it

means the percentage rents [get] reduced". The implication of this trend is that smaller

tenants, particularly new local tenants, that have not fully developed demand for their

products yet, must pay higher base rents. In past decades, local tenants could have offset

some of the business risk (risk that their product would not sell) onto the landlord- by

paying lower base rent and expecting to pay higher percentage rents. Larger, more



established tenants are better able to predict their sales, and therefore are better able to

determine the appropriate amount of base rent that will allow them to be successful.

11. Additional expenses- Almost all retail rents are "triple net" or net of three categories

of expenses: real estate taxes, utilities, and common area maintenance. In malls, these

expenses are very high, approximately $15 to $30 per square foot in the northeast for

example (in summer, 2002). In comparison, strip mall expenses are $5-$6 per square foot

(in summer 2002). This additional rent makes it very difficult for small local tenants to

justify committing to a long term lease, when they can not be sure exactly what positive

effect on revenue their tenancy in a mall will have.

12. People across the world are developing increasingly similar tastes- Though this is

more nebulous trend and causality is unclear, it is evident to many that as international

brands and chains have proliferated, tastes for products sold in malls seem to have

become more similar. More and more of the same brands and products are being sold

across the country and around the world. Gene Schlemmer, executive vice president of

asset management for General Growth Companies, the second largest mall owner in the

country, notes, "If you go over to Europe the malls look just like ours [in terms of the

brands and products being sold]". She adds "You can travel anywhere in the world and

you will see American brands.. .and vice versa. I think if you look [more recently] the

combination of television and the Internet has caused tastes and interests and preferences

[to become more similar]." Some industry professionals asked about this trend responded

that they would agree, some responded that they were not sure, and one responded that



such homogenization of tastes was not occurring. However, it is apparent from the data in

this study that in the past three decades, national chains have expanded significantly, and

with that, retail mall consumers have been buying more and more of the same products.

While there may be some variation in products a given retailer will sell in various

markets, the majority of such products are generally the same. It is likely that since

people are buying many of the same brands (at retail malls) across the country, tastes, to

some extent, are becoming more similar across the country. Regardless, it seems given

the success of national chains in expanding, that shoppers across the country are

accepting very similar stores, and that a strong precedent for national brand/chain success

has developed. With it, it is likely that the motivation for chains to expand has increased.

13. Mall Culture- As malls were created, a "mall culture" was also created. As a result,

the mall has become significantly more than a place to shop. Gene Schlemmer, suggests

that "a mall is not just a collection of stores... it provides a sense of community". In fact

it has become a pillar of social behavior in the United States- a place to eat, a place to

recreate, and a place to be entertained. It is a safe place for teens to meet and gather, and

it is the preferred place for people of all religions to go during the holiday seasons,

primarily because there is no other retail environment with an equivalent ability to create

an equally festive environment. This is because a mall's marketing budget and control of

its environment allow the mall to provide significant holiday season decor and even

entertainment such as Christmas trains for children to ride in, or the ubiquitous mall

Santa.



This cultural dependence has, in effect, contributed to the decline in tenant diversity

because it has created a consumer expectation of what a mall "should be". Mall

developers are very conscious of this expectation and therefore try to make their malls

feel familiar to consumers. Gene Schlemmer points out that customers "don't want to be

disappointed.. .people want the comfort of knowing that they have in their mall what

other people have in their mall".

Chapter 6: Landlord Motivations for Increasing Tenant Diversity

Though it is very difficult to tie mall financial data to tenant diversity quantitatively, it is

evident, from a qualitative standpoint that mall landlords are clearly motivated to

improve tenant diversity. Given this, it logically follows that there is value for landlords

in having some degree of tenant diversity and that in turn, there is value for landlords in

trying to achieve some degree of tenant diversity.

While in theory, it is obvious to most consumers that greater tenant diversity is probably

a good thing, the arguments and market forces in favor of tenant diversity from a mall

landlord's perspective are less apparent. There are two levels on which mall landlords are

motivated to have greater tenant diversity. 1) for their malls- because it makes them more

competitive and 2) for all malls because it means that new generations of retail tenants

are able to be born and compete for space- space that malls need to lease and for which

they want to get the highest rent. The latter is not necessarily a motivation that will cause

any individual landlord to take action (since they can not effect changes in all malls



themselves), but it is a concern that industry professionals and mall landlords express

consistently.

The most obvious reason landlords take local tenants (or small chain tenants) is that malls

have vacant space that needs to be leased. This space may have attributes that are

unappealing to the most sought-after tenants. As Ms. Schlemmer notes, "typically you

put (local tenants) at places where you have vacancy, and that's not going to be at Main

and Main... but you don't want them to fail because that's a waste of everyone's time".

There is a natural "scrapage" rate of tenants- that is, a rate at which brands age and

brands/chains die off. New brands or concepts (such as Build-A-Bear) come along and

replace brands and concepts which are becoming unpopular. Most industry professionals

asked about this trend seem to believe that there is an ever-decreasing supply of new

tenants in the market. As a result, there is a shrinking supply of new tenants to whom

mall landlords can fill space. Therefore, the decrease in the number of new tenants- a

direct consequence of decreasing tenant diversity- has given landlords a shrinking supply

of prospective tenant. Fewer prospective tenants suggests less negotiating power for retail

mall landlords. Many of the industry experts interviewed acknowledged this. Less

bargaining power for mall landlords suggests weaker lease terms, and ultimately lower

values for malls. Therefore, malls benefit from having a greater variety/larger universe of

tenants to choose from. Restated, landlords benefit from more tenant diversity in the

entire system of retail malls because greater tenant diversity spawns more tenants.



Many of the larger malls have particular difficulty filling space due to the large amount

of space they must lease. Tom Desimone suggests, "The more GLA (gross leaseable

area) you build, you build yourself [into] a box with diversity.. .you run out of tenants"...

and adds "There are only so many tenants that occupy regional malls... it's a finite

number... its only a few hundred tenants". Again, fewer prospective tenants suggests less

negotiating power for retail mall landlords. Thus mall landlords benefit from more tenant

diversity in all retail malls because greater tenant diversity means more tenants with

which to fill space and to compete for space.

From a Mall owner's perspective, tenant diversity offers what Gene Schlemmer suggests

is "local flavor and community connection". Local stores help tie the consumer to the

local mall, make them feel at home, and create a familiar mall environment. Further, they

do so for the most important mall customers- the local customers that shop most

frequently at the mall and represent a substantial portion of mall sales. Therefore mall

owners want somewhat diverse malls.

Tenant diversity also helps you to draw customers, particularly from greater distances- as

Tom DeSimone states it, "it gives you a uniqueness or distinction that allows you to draw

customers" as an example he adds that the "[Burlington Mall's] trade area extends farther

because it is more unique.". The more unique a malls tenants are, and the scarcer (harder

to find) the products its tenants sell are, the farther customers will go to purchase those

products- thus the mall will effectively be avoiding competing with other nearby malls

that offer the most common and readily available products. Malls developers and owners



are very concerned (out of necessity) with making their malls competitive with other

malls, and thus they make substantial investments to ensure that their malls are exciting

or interesting to customers. As Ms. Schlemmer notes in regard to tenant diversity, "If we

become boring, we will feel the economic ramifications of that".

Malls can benefit substantially by being the first mall (or one of the first) to have a

popular new tenant. That tenant can generate substantial percentage rent returns, will not

be likely to open a nearby branch (until it has opened in many new markets), and will

offer its host mall a unique attraction to consumers. One frequently cited (by industry

professionals) example of a hot new tenant is Build-A-Bear. Founded as Build-A-Bear

WorkshopTM in October 1997, Build-A-Bear Workshop, allows customers to make their

own Teddy Bears. According to "Founder and Chief-Bear-in-Charge" Maxine Clark,

Build-A-Bear opened 1 store in 1997, 3 stores in 1998, 10 stores in 1999, 25 stores in

2000, and anticipates opening 32 in 2002 and 37 in 2003. Mark Zorensky, president of

Hycel Properties Co., property manager of the Saint Louis Galleria says, "We try to

provide a complete tenant mix and she rounds that out. She brings something to the table

that shoppers can't get anywhere else. And most importantly, her store attracts people to

the mall that wouldn't otherwise come here."

However, even with such an original concept there is always the possibility of "copy cat"

products. Maxine Clark remarks:

"[copy cat products are] always likely. We set out to [create] a high quality brand with as

much originality as possible. If [competitors] did go into the business they would have to

spend as much or more than we did to be equal and also invest in training, product



development from the [beginning]-we had time to develop. We did set high standards

for ourselves and that has created some barriers to entry".

There is also the long run impact of declining tenant diversity to consider; fewer retailers,

means less competition, less competition for space means lower rents for landlords.

Andrew Lagrega, Partner, S.R. Weiner, Wilder Companies "If you don't have the

competition- if there are only one or two [retailers] in a category-we cannot make the

most competitive deal." If each mall landlord continues to operate in its own best interest,

thereby continuously selecting the same tenants as other mall landlords and thus placing

the new tenants at a disadvantage, then the benefit of the whole could be adversely

affected.

Lastly, there is a more esoteric question of whether there will be a long run decline of

total mall consumer expenditure if all malls offer the same tenants and thus the same

products. Regardless of what happens to tenant diversity in retail malls, the same will not

happen to tenant diversity in local strip centers, and local shopping centers. New tenants

will always be able to inhabit space somewhere (such as neighborhood centers and strip

centers- or else such space will be built), and thus will always be competing for

customers by offering new and different products, regardless of whether malls do or not.

Chapter 7: Conclusion

The sample data consistently demonstrates a trend- that tenant diversity declined between

1970 and 2000 in all three samples and in every mall examined. There are numerous

explanations for this trend, but most relate to the fact that mall landlords want the most



successful tenants, and that these tenants are tenants are generally tenants that have

become ubiquitous due to their own success. According to the International Council of

Shopping Centers, last year (in the 524 malls examined) consumers spent an average of

approximately 76.4 minutes per mall visit, and went to 1.3 mall stores per mall visit.

Given this, it is reasonable to infer that many shoppers go to malls to shop at particular

stores rather than just going to the mall to shop and deciding what to buy when there.

This suggests that mall landlords have been wise to lease space to the common tenants

that the greatest number of customers go to, knowing also that while there, they may visit

other stores. However, it is also clear that some degree of tenant diversity is desirable to

mall landlords (per chapter 6). The desirability of tenant diversity to mall landlords (and

many other retail landlords), is consistently evident in interviews with mall landlords and

mall tenants because it is beneficial for malls to be "unique" to some extent. It is believed

by these landlords and tenants that unique malls generally draw customers from greater

geographic areas and tend to have a better "local flavor" or "local connection" than

comparable malls that are not as unique.

Though it is commonly believed in the industry that decreasing tenant diversity is bad for

malls, there is no clear evidence that the decline in tenant diversity, at least over the past

twenty years has adversely affected malls. Using the best such historical information

available on mall income, capital and total returns13, note the total returns of retail malls

since 1982 (Source: National Council of Real Estate Fiduciaries- note capital returns are

the lower segments of the bars, income returns are the upper segments):

13 This is the best such research currently available based on internet and literature searches, and
discussions from International Council of Shopping Center researchers.
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No clear trend can be viewed that suggests a long-term change in the income returns or

the capital returns of malls. Even if such a trend were apparent, it would be very difficult

if not impossible to explain the correlation of declining tenant diversity to such returns.

While there is no clear adverse affect of the decline in tenant diversity on mall values, a

certain degree of homogeneity can be argued to be beneficial to the mall as a real estate

asset: it ensures financially secure tenants, and it creates a familiarity that lures shoppers

and lures strong tenants attracted to being in the same malls as other popular and

established stores. However, it is also clear that a diverse tenant mix makes any given

mall more unique, and draws customers from greater distances. Landlords will always

have to court tenants that add to diversity because they need to fill space- not only

because they need the rent, but also because they cannot afford the appearance of "dark"

(industry term for "vacant" or "not operational") spaces is their malls. As the tenant



universe grows smaller, mall landlords will have to be more willing to consider smaller,

local tenants. Therefore, it is evident that there is some degree of motivational balance for

mall landlords to maintain a certain amount of uniqueness and to prevent their tenant

lists/ tenant mix from looking exactly like. It is also seems, that over the past thirty years,

these motivations have been, on whole, imbalanced enough to lead to a decline in tenant

diversity.

Ultimately, new tenants that are successful and desirable to landlords will generally

expand and become common tenants. Therefore, in order for malls to continue to be

diverse, new tenants must be continually created, and for reasons previously discussed

(and according to most anecdotal evidence), very few new tenants are appearing in retail

malls in comparison to the rate at which such tenants were appearing twenty to thirty

years ago, suggesting tenant diversity may not increase for some time.



Interviews

Gerald W. Blakeley, Jr., President, Blakely Investment Company, July 19, 2002

Theodore J. Chryssicas, Meredith & Grew Inc.; July 15, 2002

Maxine Clark, Founder and Chief Executive Bear, Build-A-Bear, July 22, 2002
(interview conducted by email)

Thomas DeSimone, Executive Vice President, S.R. Weiner Company, July 17, 2002, July
19, 2002

Maggie Gilliam, Principle, Gilliam & Co.; July 11, 2002

Bruce Johnston, President, May Realty; July 19, 2002

Paul Katz, Senior Leasing Representative, Simon Property Group; July 10, 2002

Barry Kaufman, President/ CEO, Limited Brands Real Estate, July 16, 2002; July 19,
2002

Andrew Lagrega, Partner, S.R. Weiner, Wilder Companies; July 18, 2002

William McCabe III, Project Manager, CBL & Associates Properties, Inc.; July 23, 2002

Gary Nay, Vice President, Federated Department Stores; July 25, 2002

Pat Paladino, Vice President, Meredith and Grew, July 22, 2002.

Jean Schlemmer, Executive Vice President of Asset Management, General Growth
Company; July 16, 2002, July 31, 2002

Steven Tedeschi, Project Manager (commercial/retail), Toll Brothers, Inc.; June 20, 2002
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1970 MA State Malls

Location Boston, MA Brockton, MA Burlington, MA Natick, MA Springfield, MA
f Stores N/A 43 53 35 60 Stores
Squft. N/A 350,000 925,000 600,000 700,000
Opened 1965 1963 1968 1966 1968

Prudential Shopping Center Westgate Mall Burlington Mall Natick Mall Eastfleld Mall
1 Aberts Hosiery Bag and aAm Taylor Ann Tayor, Albert Steiger
2 Beauty Shp and Boutique Ba and sawae Allen's Alley
3 Berenson Liquors Balsam's of Westgate, Gifts Baker's Alvin's Leathersw
4 Boston Globe Bedford Yard Batconi Caodles Charles , Paftri Tobocco Anderson-Little
5 Bretoan's- Booksellers Bradley Dept 5c. regelows Centrl Pkg Liquors Constoer Vale Stoe Animal Garden
6 Child World Bolers CumisWoes Anricipahon Mateniy
7 CafM Riviera Colonial Gifts s Baker Shoes
8 Camera Center Colpills Travel Agency But n Mai Bather Shop S Bamod
9 Canadian Govemment Travel Bureau Cosmetic & Wig Shop Cl lppp~t:t Baks's

10 Ciro, Men's Dr. Albert King, Opt Cherry S Webb Fox Travel Agency Bombay Shop
11 Easten Airines Dr . Etc Cinema I & 11 Franhin Simon, Women's Brooks
12 Edison Appliance Center - Conrad and Chandler Hot Shoppes Restaurant Card Mart
13 Falstaff Rm. Faye's Matemnity CumIm Joseph's Barber Shop Cinema
14 eField's Hosy Fil' Kr' Dive Shop Clock O' The Walk
15 Garber Travel Frien "6 1 tFloresheim Shoes Natick Fine Cents Savings Clothes Tree
16 Hote Cheat Intimare Apparel GA.C Fin. Franklin Sinon Natick Mall General Office Cicket Shop
17 House of Rust Craft Gilohnst Dept. Store PtWr* Ica cream Nat Sit Shops Dee's Card and Gift
18 John Douglas Sporstwear Guystand C"d h Guys and G4S Newton Waltina Bank & Trust Educator Shoes
19 Kent Mon's P40M11 lftarm Fabrc Tree
20 Kon-Tiki Ports Prents Fern
21 Krey DiskShop JordanMarsh Rega/ Shoe Shop, Men's Paing Pi
22 Musc Tent's Magnavox Key Muso Joseph Aotel Richards Shoes Womens Flomers by McDonalds
23 National Car Rental Meredi S RosmansWomens Forbes end Wadace
24 New Englad Merchants Nati Bank WfhqasalR" . rnan Rug
25 Prudential Center Pharmacy La Bryant , '1""1
26 Sami Cleaners and Laundry Launat Stanley Gree's Del General Nutrion
27 Schraft's Resuatraunt People's Savngs Bank Leongton Fed S&L Star Merket
28 ShakunHla, House o IHda Plymouh Home Natona Bnk Long'sFane
29 Sl Iae Tabacconist .$Wp8bpct Merott Hot ShoesHikryeam

Re1 gent Barber Shop Middleseo National Bank 'The BooksihHto'Soe

32 The Provident Insthtion I
33 Wi/oris Shoes AtlRi e W eFley Mond
34 Calc'sMn offee Kupi Bake Shop
35 Strosey's Women's W n Foe aa
36 The Match Boo VLoungld Shoe, Children's Lener's
37 h * poeLf
38 Thomas Beck of Id P o Hoes MNtn Berer Services
29 S reuTr bn avelabccocs Mall Grog
40 To rire Shops, Womena Apparel Mall Package
31 VeTheiPails Feoers MCroty's
42 WWalcrh's My Sisters Close
43 Naomi's Co/Bores

Sto & Shop § Omnage Johous
45 Peraphenalia
46 The Finishng Tooch
40 TThe Pot Shop
48 Tbtm 6FAn o on
49 Ver/Cle' Fhower
50 Windwn Button Shop ilSak
51 WurWitser
52
53
54
55
D6 Tailored Men
57-
47 The Ctlery
49 The Leprecheun
50 The Matador
61 The ParWour
62 btlqdc
63 r.s Rach
54 Tobaccoand
5 Tweed Shop

68 U.S. Vacuum Steres
67 Union Ped. S&L
68 Valley Bank and Trust
9 Walden Book
70 N/tem's
71
72

Branches 5 It 28 20 14
33 43 51 36 70

15% 37% 55% 56% 20%

TOWW * Ligsted 233
580 Me 1

59t SA



66 Stores
523,000

1965

100 Stores
800,000

1963

2000

157 Stores
1,255,000

1968

35 Louis Barry Florist Performance Plus Deck thie Wails
36 Marche Movenpick Boston Pet Club Express Domain
37 Marcheino Queanias/ Fooo Palace Eddie Bauer
38 Olympia Sports Electronics Boubque
39 Panda Eapress Rainbow Kids
40 Payn" Enzo .og .
41 Poulat
42 Rebecca's Cafe Riccrs Shoe ps ExpreRpyPortrat
43 Sakkio Japan Family Pon Center
44 Saks Fft Avenue Sights and Scents Fann Farrner
45 Sbrro taln Eatery Silver Star Jewelry
46 Software. Etc. Sports Place and Village Uniforms Famers
47 Speedo Authentic Fitness Sullivan's Furniture Forhm Me
48 Siructure Ted's Deli
49 Successones
50 Swet Fatlory Tobaccorst
51 TabotsKids

30 17
64 53

0.46875 0.320754717

Master Wok
Mimi Matemity
Mothers Work Matemity
Mrs. Fields Cookies
Museum of Fine Arts
Nail Gallery
Natural Salon Manch Wok
Naturahizer Matemite

Noah's Monsoont Monsoon Accessonze

City
# Stores
SF
Opened

172 Stores
1,150,000

1966

78 Stores
658,000

1968

Dellara Satan
Easy Spirit

Mal Daroer
Mastercuts

Mykonos
Nal Studio

i Natie Spirit

54 The Musuew Company
55 The Onginal Lev's Store
56 The Su eass Hut
57 Th Walind Company
58 Timothy's Coffees
59 Travel 2000
60 Truffles Fine Confections
61 US Post Offe
62 Wamer Bros Studo
63 Whnipporuill Crafts
64 World of Science
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114

-~ - ,l , a lo ........



115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122 The Coach Store Talkote Intimates
123 The Disney Store TaiKds
124 The Franklin Mnt Talkoto Petes
125
126
127 bW owss -
128 The Nature Company The Coffee Bea
129 The Rei store
130 -T h e Get Tram Stoe
131 TheS I
132
133 I Cok Core
134
135 So laa Core
136
137 W*9*ipV'
138 -
139 Watch World
140 Wataretooea Sooksellet Travel 2000
141
142 Wentworth Go
143
144 Wicks end Sticks
145 Wilam Andrews We sea
146
147
148
149 Yankee Candle C
150
151
152 148
153 0.513513514
154

88 27
153 6

Thsm dys m ugls u

0.575163399 0.428571429
TTh CoSatc TstT m 47

Th Franki MOn Tabt Petrts4

The Boy Sho



Simon Property Group Owned Malls- 1970 Natonal Malls

City Seattle, WA Richmond Heights OH Calinet City, IL Paremus, NJ Burtngton, MA
I Stores 70 70 53
GLA 950.000 960,000 1500,00 925,000
Opened 1950 1966 1966 1957 1968

1 A Randolph Ulberg. Opt Aleos Flowers Abed K Inc AS Bek Shoes Aim Taylor
2 Accent on Beauty Bake Employnent Aed Radio Atan S
3 Albert's Beauty Salon Bamcin Candies Ahner Coe Optical Auto C
4 Andre's Hair Design Bill's Clohes Arcade Bather S
5 Balcom & Vaughn Blvd Shoes (US Shoe) Bathe Bigelo's Cental Pkg Liquors
6 Bartell Drug Store Center Inlancro Bak of Ricer Oaks
7 Berni-Ann Cleveland Fabrics
8 Binyon Opt. Cleveland StampAuction Benson & Ro Burlington Mal Bather Shop
9 Buddy Squirrel's Nut Shop Cleveland Tux Shop Budget Rent-A-Car Charles B. Perkins

10 Butler Bros. Cols Shoes Bum Stee Restaurant Cards Galore
11 Casual Aire Jr. Boot Shop Ginond Restaurant & Lounge CO. Peacock
12 Chidren's Comer Giamond's Men's Gale's Fond & Uquor Store Conrad and Chandler
13 Clark's Big Top Gobto & Co Stockbrokers Cio's Beauty Salon Dino's Coiffures Cummings
14 Clark's Northgate, Inc. uMoreau WigCo. EdwardC MinasCo. FannyFarmer Fietes
15 Coat Cloost Faih Shoes En', Inc. First S&L Mor ot Fat Laon
16 Columbian Optical Fashion Guid Fabric Mail Foreign Market
17 Cooper's Lamp Gallery First Lady Beauty Fai M Cand' Glamour Shoe Gyes Shop Frindly Ice Cream
18 Coppers Maple Shop Foonood Ceale Glamour Shoppe Goys end Gale
19 Decorama Fridne Brdal & Formals Gaded Cage Handbags & Gems Gustave Ce Barber
20 Dondero's Northgate Florist Franklit$110 Henry C. Lytton Co. Hardy Shoes af& mium m il
21 Don's Sporting Goods French Cats's Hish Cloting, Laden' Hatihd's Jordan Marsh
22 Don's Toys Goodyear Huse cf Organs Heating Aid Cotter Joseph Antell
23 Doug Fox Travel Service Hanover Shoes Jel Tea Company How & Hordeit Kennedy's
24 Enrot Hdwe. Hough Bakeries Joho M. Smyth Co Hot Dogs, kin Kr Den
25 F.W. Woolworth Co. Joseph's Shoes Indesobable
26 Fahey Brockman Iteratonal Ties Key Club Travel Ag.
27 Fashion Fabrics Kock & Brentano's Jean Ben Begs & Gem Leongton Pad S&L
28 Fidelity Fnance Company, Inc. Jones Opt. Kardon Corn Echan Long's
29 Firestone Stores Kinney's Lehoi's Jewelers Mamott Hot Shoppa
30 Koenig Sport. Gdis Lyon & Healy Lomherarma Middlesex Nationial Bank
31 Foreman &6Clr Kroger Maic's Hot Shoppa Restaurant Mallary FuCmkre Mister Gonut
32 Fowler's Northgate Studio Leeland Photo Marshal Field Melbum Naticnal Shirt Shops
33 GallenKamp's Loam's Theatre's Mary Gal Corsohones Mile Shoes Owen Moms
34 Hammar's Uniforms La Kelly Maunce L Rolhchid Nell Kay Co Pacific Hut
35 Hazel's Candies h n S hops Memi Che Galenes Nal Shrh Parra losiery
36 Hicy Farms of Ohio Nal1UniomShops O'Conner&GoldbergShoes NelsonFurs Peck&Peck
37 Nines Osco Drg Ohrbach Pry's
38 Parker Card Mart Page Boy-Loius Panes Hale R H Sine

2 9~ Pie bteti o u ner Phillips Flowers lRenrshapck
40 J.K. 08 Paut Hers Pmn Size Shop Puppy Palace
41 James Crosby Peggy Flehe, Gres Remington Rend Rie Travel
42 Jay Jacobs Phloland Ricer Os Inn Ripley Moos Slow Seael"lOf
43 Kennell-Ellis Resale's Smart Appl Ross's Specialy Candy
44 Kinnen Shoes Record Rendevous SB. Kresge Shoe Re
45 Klopfenstein's Men's Regal Shoe Shops
46 Lebo's Fu . Northgate Richard D Eienherg
47 Lead's Shoes Richard's Jewelry
48 Richman Bros
49 Local Loan Richoed Apparel
50 Lucille's Intimate Appl. Richmond Mal Barber Shop
51 Maico Hearing Center Ricmond Mal Shoe Repai
52 Martin Berens, Tall Fashions Rose Jewelry
53 Marvs Men's And Boys' Shop BdimS-
54 Merle Norman
55 Merry-Go-Round Youth Center
56 Miklo Drive-In Society national Bank
57 Nail Bank of Commerce South Eclid Cleaner
58 Nordstrom's Northgate
59 Nordstrom's Shoes Slick Stones
60 Norge Dry Cleaning Village Stons Shoes
61 NorthgateA&P Super-X-Gnigs
62 Northgate Barber Tee Tea Caterng
63 Northgate Beverage The Man 11 (Man Talk)
64 Nortgalte Card Shop
65 Northgaie Key Shop TV Stamp Redemptom Ch.
66 Northgate Matemity Shop Walden Books
67 Northgare Plaza Vet Clinic Wan Carpets
68 Northgate Prescriptions Winkelman Bros.
69 Norithgate Smoke Shop Woolworth's
70 Northgate Tailors
71 Northgate Theatre
72 Palm Springs & European Health Spa
73 Pay'n Save Drugs
74 People's National Bank of Washington
75 Peterson's Arts
76 Pic-A-Dilly Wigs
77 Preservative Paint Co.
78 Prim Clnrs.
79 Puget Sound Mutual Savings Bank
80 Queens Comer
81 Ray's Camra
82 Red Cross Shoes
83 Rowlands Northgate Car Wash
84 Russell Stover Candies
85 Scandialmports
66 Seattle First Nationl Bach

R7 Shoreline Savings ASSociahoon
66
69 SRyleiacd King Men's Wear
90 Teylor's
91 The Boo Maprhe
92 The MMal Barber Shop
92 The SqS pe

94 ~ ~ os Jewelry Sop

9S ieo Bar
97 Tom Joknson's Luggage
9S ToEc and Country
9S TrGdewell

100 U. Poo Office
101 Uno mtnd
102 WarrSt's Shoe RepS s
103 Wayne's VillageS Pue
104 WWnskleld's
15 W. SWisadcker's Jewelers
106 Sale's Jewelers

Scki Sv' Inc. The Finishing Touch
Schief Shoes Stenchevers Shoes Women's App1 .
lsar, Robuck & Co. Stems Dept. Store
Slater's Country Cobbler Taft Cleaners Wilbars
tuart's Taven on The Mail Windsor Button Shop

Ten Pin On-The-Matl Wuritzer
The Corset Bar

Theatre

Tires, Inc.
Trepel Florist
Village Shop
Weber & Heilbroner
Wolfies Restaurant
World Imports
Yam Ctr.

106.0 69 31

Talal3tieenUsfd: 317.0

Branches
Stores

PM



Simon Property Group Owned Malls- 2000

Richmond Heights, OH
80

877.670
1966

RW*WWtmh Silfii

Calumet City, IL
100

1,242,503
1966

Paramus, NJ
79

1,000,000
1957

Bergen Cleaners and Tailors
Bergen Gift Gallery
Blimpie
Buddy's Spoifs Comer

27
28
29 Inprints
30 Ivar's
31 J.K.Gill
32
33 John Petrink's Hairstyling
34
35 Kidd Valley
36 Kitchen & Company
37 Kit's Camer
38 Lamort
39 Le Chateal Bakr
40
41
42
43 Made in Washington
44 Maripoa
45 Mr. R
46
47
48 Nature Way
49 Naw at Nort e
50
51
52 Northgate Cobbler

54

57~

59
60 Red Rubin
61
62
63 See's Candies
64 Spedo Authentic Fitness
65 Starbucks Coffee
66 Sunglass De ..gns
67
68 Swim In
69 Taco Time

10 inerroimage
79 The Tux Sh.. Sh-
80
81
82 Toys R. US
83 Track & Trail
84 Trade Secret

90 Weifeld Jewelers
91
92 Zoopal2
93 Zumiez
94

CPI Photo Finish LemeNewYor Country Road Australa
Daniel E. Rody, Psy. D. Lde Uniforms Crate and Barrel
Deemond's Formal Wear Marshalls
Endodontics & Peridontis Oriental Grill Dapy
Evans Original Pancake House Deck the Walls

......... ......... Dom ain

Pamoue Pootwear Pia. Phoco
Fannie May Candies Plaza School Elisabeth
First American Health Pretzel Time Enzo Arg i

Footquarters Saks Fifth Avenue
Fox's Jeweoer's Family Pan Center
Frederick's of Hollywood Singer Spae Fanny Farmer
Frullafti Caf6 Stern's Filene's

impedat Sports
J. Rtyina

Jethroe Smith DDS
John J Trencn DPM
JW

Kay-BseToy & Hobby
KFC
Ki Foot Locker
Kinney Shoes
Lady Poot Looke

Le Chic Boutique
Lechters

Lenr Noew York

Manchu Wok
Marshal Fields
McDonakfs
Men's Wearhouse
Michel R. Mitaos DDS
Michel Reese Health

Oak Tree

Parade of Shoes

Perfume Pyramid
Picture Us
Pietrusinski & Erickson

Real Gold
Record Town

RvrakResumne Service
Robbeye H. Peppers
R & Holtand Jewels

San Francisco Music Box
Saturday Matinee

Sears

Stuarts s

Tavern in The Oaks
Tavern Oaks Arcade

Godiva Cholatier
Gourmet Italian Kitchen

Insight Optical
Irish Cottage
Jimmy's On the Mall
Johnny Rockets
Johnston and Murphy

L Tor Hobby

Laura Ashley
Laurist's Books

Legal Seafoods
Lids

Long's Jewelers
Lord and Taylor
Macy's
Martini Cart
Master Wok
Mimi Matemity

Museum of Fie Arts
Nail Gallery
Natural Solon

Nosh's
Odessa Shoo Repair
Olympia Spforing Goods

Pearls Vision Canter
Petite Sophisticate
Pizeria Regina
Pizzana Uno
PNC Bank
Pretzel Twister
Print's Plus

Raforest Caf

Silver Nabion
Sounier Salad

Ciy
B Stores
GLA
Opened

Seattle. WA
162

950,000
1950

Burlington, MA
157

1,255,000
1968

A&W
Abercrombie and Fitch

AJpha Omega Fine Watches

Au Bon Pen

PW



118 Talbots Petes
119
120 The Wild Pair
121
122 Triangle Electronics The Coach Store
123 Ultra
124 2The Franldin Mint
125 Walden Software
126
127 The Museum Company
128 The Nature Company
129 The Remington Store
130 Zafterthoughts The Right Start
131 The Sharper Image
132 The Wall
133
134 Thi End Up
135 Tristan & America
136
137
138 Warner Brothers Studio
139
140 Waterstones Booksellers
141 Weathervane
142 WentworhG
143
144 Wicks and Sticks
145 William Andrews
146 Williams Sonoma
147 Xesusones by Wiason
148 Zals Jews**r

47 18 53 19 52
147 31 130 55 147
32% 58% 41% 35% 35%

TotalStore Listed. 5510

That wke flb wtqh*,A WaTrs 79w



Various Owner National Malls- 1970

Amherst, NY
45

450,000
1962

Westland, Michigan
50

787,705
1965

1 aBarg Shoes
2 Ben Simon and Son Dept Store
3 Ellsworth Beverages
4 Gateway Bank
5 Gateway Barber Shop
6 Globe Cing
7 Krea's
8 Unoln Tour & Traevel Agency
9 Magee's Clothing

10 McCabe Piano Organ Co.
11 Miller & Payne Dept. Store
12 Montgomery Ward
13 Moon's Liquor
14 Natklon's, Womens
15 Pat Ash Camera
16 Shenin-Williams
17 Tober's Women's & Children's
18 Walgreen's
19 Wells & Frost Shoes
20 Youngstown, Children's
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Lincoln, NE
21

400,000
1960

Gaewa Mail

Ta Stores Lsttd: 250

City
# Stores
GLA
h

Albert Steger A.S. Beck, Shoes let Fed S&L of Detroit Arden Fair Adv. Office
Allen's Alley Acme-Amencan Super Market Alberts Arden Fair Kniting Arts
Alvin's Leathersw Bonds, Men's Alexander & Homung Arden Fair Martinizing
Anderson-Litle Bursynski Bakery Artiste Beauty Salon Arden Fair Operations
Animal Garden Cataract Loan B. Blegers, Women's Arden Fair Pastry
Antcipation Materity Cavages Gifts & Cards Bakeka Shoes Arden Fair Shor Repair
Sake Shoes David's, Womens Barna-Bee Children's Wear Bobs Smoke Shop
Barricmni Dixie Hat Bernard Hair Stylists Canterburry Records
Blake's Edwards, Shoes Better-Made Potato Chips Camation Ie Cream
Bombay Shop Fanny Farmer Big Boy Restaurant Carousel Restaurant
Brooks Dory & Nut House Chicken Bar B-Q
Card Man General Cinema Detroi Edison Co. Cork-N-Bottle, Liquor
Cinema Goldman Shoes Elliott Travel Servce Corti Bros Delicatessen
Clock 0' The Walk Gourmet Shop Fischer Greetig Cards & Candy Country Candies
Clothes Tree Gutman, Women's aen's Dist Shop
Cricket Shop J.C. Penny Co., Inc. Franklin Simon, Women's Die Rhainlander
Dee's Card and Gift Jaines Children's Gift Gallery Dinsmore Book Store
Educator Shoes Jens Specialty Haig Shoes Fireside Thrift Loans
Fabric Tree Jones Suburban, Women's Hamby's Barber Shop Food Circus Intemational Reste

Kleinhans, Mens Himelhoch's Women's Frank Fats #4
Flang Pit Kfte*ga Hughes & Hatcher Frank's Fisherman's Wharf
Flowers by McDonakis Laux Sport Goods J.L. Hudson's GallenKamp Shoes
Forbes and Wallace M. Kraener Women's General Electric Repr. Shop
Freidman Rug Mall Barber Shop Kreene Hasting's. Men's
Friendly's Mal Restaurant & Cocktail Lounge Kroger's Health Juice Better
General Nutrition Maloney & O'Connor Lad Orv Hoe Hofbauer
Haynes Mar's Men'sHot Dog On A Stick
Hickory Farms Marinne Sportswear Household Finance
Huston's Shoes Miles Shoes Marwil Books Jim's Key and Look
Jison-Thoren Morrison's Women's Meyer Jery Jumbo Coffee
Ka Jewel Petland KarmelKorn Shop

Pittsbug Plate Gles Palmer's Restaurant Kay-Rose, Women's
Koffee Kup/ Bake Shop Reeds Jewelry Perong Shoe Clinics Kneeland's, Women's
Le Pen Caft Saltler's Books Phillips Shoes La Plaza Mexican Kitchen
Lemner's Saler's Tire Center Rairnrs Curtains La Vann Corset Sho
Lofts Sample, Women's Ross Music
Mall Barber Services Sattlers Dept. Store Sanders Candies Leeds, Ladies' Shoes
Mall Drug Schiller Mil McCurry Cameras
Mal Package Suburban Lanes Mr. "G", Women's
McCroty's Niagra Massage
My Sister's Closet Vales Beauty Shop Nut Shop
Naomi's Coiffures Wagner Opt. Triangle Fumitre Open Road Campers
Omage Julius U.S. Post Ofice Pagluica's
Paraphanalia United Shit Rogers Jewelers
Parkle Hosiery Van Hom, Men's S&H Green Stamps
Peck and Peck Westland Chery Hill Coins S.H. Kress Variety Store
Pet Towns Westland Coney Island Sacramento S&L
Radioshack Westland Drugs Salan Imports
R - i Slacks Westland Foot Clinic Salty Shops

Westland Optometrist Soo uaBeeut Sho
Westland Trae Svc.

Spencer Gins Westland Watch & Jewelry Repair See's Candies
Springfield Instiution for Savings Winkleman's Smith's, Men's
Stowells Standard Beauty Supply
Tailored Man Steak Pit
Thayor-McNeil Super Slide
The Cutlery Tastee Donut Parlor #2
The Leprechaun
The Matador Thrifty Drug
The Parlour Tonsorial Arts Barber

Toy Shop
Union Home Loan

Tobaccoland Vi La Wags
Tweed Shop Weinstocks Dept Store
U.S. Vacuum Stores Wells Fargo Bank
Union Fed. S&L Woohoorth's
Valley Bank and Trust
Walden Book
Wethem's

Springfield, MA
60 Stores
700,000

1968

Sacramento, CA
46

750,000
1957



Various Owner National Malls 2000

Equitable Real Estate
Wasland, MI

80
1,017,363

1965

The Macerich Company
Sacramento, CA

170
1,067,200

1 A57

Complete Health Fitness Beanie Babies
Coney's Jewel Box Bakw
Contempo Casuals Ban Bridge Jewelers
Commons Research Bon Papies Botique
expses Bonsai World
Fan Zone Bostonian
Fischer Hallmark Boxers
Fool Lockar Briar Patch Smoke Shop

Brookstone
Gifts, Chims, Motion Burger King
GNwC Gymee Cache
Gold & Diamond Center Caf Europa
Great American Cookie Co. California CafM
Haiut House Clot Music
Heigberu Dinmonds Caramel Corner
Homepu Gift
Hudson'sCaulCrr
Jmnail Sp t Cag Jan
JC Ponny
Jonathan B. Pub, Chicgoot Dogs

37 Habita- M Clark
38 Hangups
39 Hlsrs Diamnd Shop
40 Holway Rent-ATux
41 Hush Puppies Shoes
42 J.P. Chocolates and Candies
43 Javy's Ornigals
44 JCPennyr
45 Joumeys
46 Juno Shoe Word
47 Kany.e TOY and HobbY
48 Kep Harding Sports Shop
49 Kirkland's
50 Krunchvdle
51 LA Nads
52 LasaBrant
53 Lawor's Sporting Goods
54 Lwn rs wp
55 Lsmer Now York
56 Lids
57 Maunces
58 Morrow's Hallmark
59 Mr. Wu's Choaese Gourmet
60 Nodtham Rolections
61 Overland Trading Company
62 Paid Hams
63 PaOs ShouSre
64 Petit sop*s

06 Podrats Nun
67 PrdelTime
68 Radlo Sheak
69 Rogers Jewelers
70 Runza
71 Sator Hamann Jewelers
72 ShermItalian Estery
73 Schlotzsky's
74 Sears
75 Select Comfort
76 Sideline Spod
77 Software Etc.
78 Southwelstem Arts & Craft
79 Spencer Git
80 Structu
81 $wwSuat HtI
82 Surglaso Source
83 Tha Buokle
84 The Dance Shoppe
85 The Finish Line
86 Thoeicinc
87 Thte E a
88 The Market
89 The Olve Gorden
90 The bown Coolkie Company
91 Thnlt Remmuberd
92 Thingsydle
93 Tradehome Shoes
94 Vanity Shop
95 V40,1s SWOca

96 Wards Younkars
97 Wlo St* LOW
98 Z0s Jeowalers
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115

Sizes Unlimited
Subway
Sunday's Child
SungleaHuAl
The Weathervane
Thinldo Remembreid
This End Up
Tropik Sun Fruit and Nut
Valley Dental
vite line

Lans Bryaint Perfumania
Laux Sporting Goods Piercing Pagoda
Leater Ltd. Pocket Change
Let's Talk Cellular President Tuxedo

Pratzel Paddler 11
M.T n-k 0--1 04-

Phahman
Piefcina Pawode
Plumb Gold
Radio Shook
Rainbow Apparel
Rainbow Kids

Reads Jeweers
Russ' Bakery
Ruth Diamond

Silver & Gold Connabon
Spencer Gilts
Stereo Advantage
Sterng Optical
Strucur
SuniOea Hut
TacO Bell
TGi Firdi-'.

I Uxoo auncton

Wioon's Suede & Leather

Zotzz

SCoach Leather
Coda
Colorado
Contempo Casuals
Copeland Sports

jCountry Treasures
Crabtree and Evelyn

SCrsent Jewelers
Custom Impressions
Devon's Jewelers
Eddide Bauer Home
Ed£ eBaler

El Podtl Luggage
Electronics Boutique
Elelmnts of Style
Elisabeth
Express
Expressly Portraits
Eye Design
FAD Schwartz

Sh a' Franklin Covey
Siey's Shoes Frederick's of Hollywood
Sundrie Shop Fresh Choice

The msteGeorgiou
aTh Loop Gilts with a Smile

The Sunglass Company Gingisa Formalwar
Thimble Wiz Talor Glamour Shots
Thinips Remembered Gloria Joan's Coffee Bean
Tropi Cool Treats GNO
U S Post Office Godiva Chocalaber
ViCtisft SeOre Golden Treasures

A, Graphic Caps
Wicks N SicksG"aoe
W6loo 61,00de60nd, 414L hor Hair Accesory Etc
Wondemads Heskin Research
zooes Joniers Hearthsong

Hickory Farms
Hot Dog on a Stick
J.minatons

JOQ Menswear

La Sals

Leani smeth

Leads

Lerner New Yrk
Liberty Heath
Lroited Too
LOcctane
Looking Glass Cosmetics
Macy's
Make Believe

McCurry's Hallmark
Marksamer Jewelers
Mario's Cutlery
Milers Outpost

owner
City
# Stores
GLA
Opened

The Richard E. Jacobs Group
Lincoln, NE

105
1,125,429

1960
Getw. Ma#

The Rouse Company
Springfield, MA

78 Stores
658,000 SF

1968

Forest City Enterprises
Amharot, NY

107
772,000

1962



116 Nordic Track
117 Nordstrom
118 Oishi Kitchen
119 Orange Julius/ Just Juice
120 Oshkosh B'Gosh
121 NESMMUMM
122 PageMax
123 Papyrus
124 Paradise Bake
125
126 PiShiste
127 Pottery Barn
128 Prizelr Tine
129 Prints Plus
130 Pure Impulse
131 Radio Sack132 NOiNmWUNm
133 Regis Hairstylsts
134 Richter's Music Box
135 Ritz Camera
136 Rogers Jewelers
137 Samuel's Jewelers
138 Saeno Surprse
139 SbarItlian Emar
140 Scribners141
142 See's Candies
143 Software, Inc
144 Speedo Authentic Fitness
145 Spencer Gfls
146 Sporting Feet
147 Sports Fever
148 Starbucks Coffee
149 Stride Rile
150 Structure
151 Suncoast Moion Pictures
152 Sunrise Leather
153 Sweet Factory
154 Swiss Pretzel
155
156
157 The Carousel Arden Affair
158 The Coach Store
159 TeDaeS
160
161 The Great Steek Escape
162 The l*n
163 The Last Straw
164 The Limited
165 The Nature Company
166 The Right Start
167 The Vitamen Center
168 The Wherehouse
169 The Yo Yo Store
170 Things Re bd
171 Timeless Treasures
172 Track N Trail
173 Victorla's Secret
174 Victonas Secret Beauty
175 Video Picture
176 Warner Bros Studios
177 Watch StationZales Jewelers
178 Weislield Jewelers
179 Wet Seat
160 Wilson's Sude nd Leather
181 Zal"e Jewelers
182 Zummies
183

41 27 49 37 s0
98 63 105 79 182

0.418367347 8A28571429 0.46866667 0.835443 0.274725275

T italiSt iei Liated: 57


